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In 2019, Paris is an exciting and inspiring place to be! This 21st-century global capital is more
welcoming, more innovative, greener, and livelier … forever transforming itself. The destination’s cultural agenda is its greatest araction with exhibitions and events and the opening of
new prestigious or unusual places. Museums and trendy bars, a galleries and design hotels,
emblematic monuments and popular restaurants all make Paris more than ever a prominent,
multi-faceted capital that likes to surprise Parisians and visitors.
A SPECTACULAR EVENTS CALENDAR. Some 300 events take place every day in Paris. Among the
top events running through the year are the Fête de la Musique (Music Day), the Nuit des Musées
(Museums at Night), Heritage Days, the Bastille Day fireworks display on 14 July, Paris Plages, Nuit
Blanche and, of course, the sparkling Christmas illuminations and New Year’s Eve celebrations on
the Champs-Élysées.
In 2019, Paris will be hosting prestigious exhibitions that are as iconic as they are eclectic: Bonnard,
Vuillard and Maurice Denis will draw visitors to the Musée du Luxembourg for the show ‘Les Nabis
et le Décor’, Leonardo da Vinci will be the focus at the Musée du Louvre, ‘The Couauld Collection’
at the Fondation Louis Vuion will aract a lovers, as will Behe Morisot and Degas at the Musée
d’Orsay; the exhibition ‘Tutankhamun’ will immerse the public in history at the Grande Halle de la
Villee, and the exhibition ‘Électro – From Kra£werk to Da£ Punk’ will have the Philharmonie in
dance mode. Fans of modern and contemporary a can also see works by leading international
aists — Bacon and Boltanski at the Centre Pompidou — and aend the must-see Fiac and A
Paris A Fair. More and more summer exhibitions are being programmed to aract a new public,
with ‘Picasso – Calder’ at the Musée Picasso-Paris and ‘Paris Romantique’ at the Petit Palais lined
up for this year. For fashion fans, the MAD - Musée des As Décoratifs will show an exhibition on the
1960s, before the long-awaited reopening at the end of the year of the Palais Galliera. And Paris
Design Week, Maison & Objet, the Puces du Design and Designer’s Days will once again delight
design aficionados.
PARISINFO.com, the leading website for Parisian tourism, helps visitors to plan their stay in
Paris. An indispensable resource for planning a stay, it presents all the not-to-miss events.
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Gastronomy will be celebrated at the Fooding and Omnivore festivals, and via initiatives such as
‘Goût de / Good France’, ‘Tous au Restaurant’ and ‘Taste of Paris’ (tasting of signature dishes) that
will spice up the calendar for good food fans.
Throughout the year, major spoing events offer plenty of excitement for everyone: the French
Open tennis tournament at Roland-Garros, the finish of the Tour de France cycle race, the Prix
d’Amérique and Prix de Diane — at a brand new Longchamp Racecourse —, the Paris Marathon, the
Prix de Paris Formula E … The French capital is renowned for hosting major spoing events and
this year it will welcome the FIFA Women’s World Cup (7 June to 17 July), a festive preview of the
2023 Rugby World Cup and the 2024 Olympic and Paralympic Summer Games. Paris pulls out all
the stops to host spoing competitions and suppoers in the best possible conditions: a£er the
AccorHotels Arena (where shows and conces also take place), the Parc des Princes has recently
been fully renovated and the Paris La Défense Arena in Nanterre opened at the end of 2017.
Among the many trade shows open to professionals and the public, it’s woh noting the immensely
popular International Agricultural Show (February), Japan Expo (July), the Salon du Chocolat
(November), not forgeing the Paris Air Show, at Le Bourget, (from 17 to 23 June) or the trade
show Vivatech (May), which puts the capital at the forefront of innovation.
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ALWAYS SOMETHING NEW AND APPEALING. New cultural sites contribute each year to the appeal
of the destination. 2018 saw the opening of the Lafayee Anticipations foundation in the Marais,
the Atelier des Lumières — which in 2019 will devote an exhibition to Vincent Van Gogh —, and the
reopening of the renovated Jardin d’Acclimatation and Musée de Cluny. Over the last five years,
Paris has upped its cultural and leisure offering with the opening of the Fondation Louis Vuion,
the Philharmonie de Paris, as well as the renovation of the Musée Picasso-Paris and the Monnaie
de Paris, renamed 11 Conti. While waiting to discover the Pinault Collection in a former Stock
Exchange refurbished by Tadao Ando, Paris will, in 2019, be celebrating the 350th anniversary of
the Paris Opera, the 130th anniversary of the Eiffel Tower and the Moulin Rouge, the 30th anniversary of the Louvre Pyramid …
Cinema is traditionally linked with the City of Light — today countless films and TV series are shot
in Paris — and 2018 was no exception with the release of blockbusters such as Mission Impossible 6
and Fantastic Beasts 2. Like Amelie of Montmare and Midnight in Paris, these feature films
inspire city breakers to come and stroll around the capital’s cinematic open-air decor, on the trail
of actors and legendary film seings.
Paris’s appeal also resides in the quality and diversity of its sites, much appreciated by professional
event planners. As the global capital for congresses, Paris is a choice destination for the holding
of trade shows and corporate events. The city has impoant new facilities with the inauguration
of the Paris Convention Centre, the biggest conference centre in Europe, at the Poe de Versailles
(72,000 m², up to 35,000 paicipants). The ESC Congress, a leading cardiology congress, will be
held there in 2019. The huge modernization project for the Poe de Versailles Exhibition Centre is
continuing and by 2024 the Centre will be equipped with cuing-edge facilities and equipment,
thanks to the work of numerous renowned architects who have contributed to its transformation.
A new Congress Centre also opened its doors in the spring of 2018 at the hea of the Paris Saclay
economic hub. In the events management sector, new venues for private hire with innovative
concepts regularly enrich the offer. To develop this activity, the city, at the initiative of Viparis,
has set up the Paris Event Booster, an innovation pla´orm hosting sta-ups, for the professional
meetings and events industry.
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Every year, the Tourist Office’s Convention Bureau carries out a study identifying and
analysing the congresses hosted at sites in the Paris region. With 1,110 congresses in 2017,
the aractiveness of the destination increases every year.

AN ART OF LIVING LIKE NO OTHER. In the hotel sector, the capacity and diversity of Parisian establishments are constantly increasing. High-end hotels that contribute to the capital’s reputation compete in inventiveness to aract their clientele. Among the recently renovated luxury establishments
are the Lutetia, an emblematic establishment on the Le£ Bank, and Fouquet’s Barrière, which have
just unveiled their new worlds. The capital has an ever-increasing number of innovative, surprising
and themed hotels offering new experiences for guests, like the boutique hotel Armance, the Brach
Paris, the Hotel Alfred Sommier, the Maison Astor or the hotels 25hours and Okko Gare de l’Est, which
contribute to the renewal of the city’s image. And there is accommodation for young people too, like
the Meininger hotel (expected to open in the summer of 2019), that with their design and affordability will charm a new generation of travellers.
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As for gastronomy, chefs offer ever more creative addresses and cuisine — from Hélène Darroze,
with Jòia, to Thierry Marx, with Marxito, to Alain Ducasse, who, a£er having distinguished himself in
Versailles, has opened the restaurant Ducasse sur Seine, on a riverboat. Beaupassage introduces the
concept of the food cou to the hea of the 7th arrondissement and is home to new prestigious
addresses. The success of the bistronomy trend (gastronomic bistros) continues with a string of
new openings. These new places, boasting authentic flavours and regional products, favour sho
supply chains. The culinary workshops of eminent cooking schools and gourmet-themed tours are
a sellout. Reinvented street food also has great appeal, at every street corner, or at the emblematic
Ground Control (at Gare de Lyon or on the Champs-Élysées); there is a shared passion for ‘locavore’
restaurants, not forgeing the produce at local markets.
Paris is still unquestionably the capital of fashion, luxury … and shopping! The highlights are, of course,
the Fashion Weeks and especially the winter and summer sales, in January and July. Throughout
the year, the opening of flagship stores, ephemeral boutiques and other special happenings aract
fashionistas in search of what’s new. Shoppers can also take advantage of Sunday opening hours
in 10 international tourist areas (Haussmann, the Marais, the Champs-Élysées, Montmare, Saint-
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Germain-des-Prés …). New on the scene: the Carrousel du Louvre has a new showcase; the Forum
des Halles has had a makeover, and the Vallée Village is opening new stores. The Grande Épicerie has
an outpost at Passy and Eataly opens in the Marais. Printemps has created a new place entirely given
over to gastronomy on the 7th and 8th floors of the main store, with a restaurant on the roof terrace.
On the horizon are the reopening of upscale fine food store Hédiard, and the opening, in 2018, of a
Galeries Lafayee store on the Champs-Élysées. The depament store on Boulevard Haussmann is
developing its workshops to extend the Parisian experience. As for the BHV Marais, it confirms its
status as a gateway to the district by offering new services and new brands. Prestigious international brands are popping up in increasingly stylish spaces that rival each other in terms of services.
Local districts and shops are flouting conventional codes to provide a diversified offer for shoppers,
whether they are looking for designer wear, vintage fashion, fashion with a French touch, or clothes
of ethnic inspiration.
LIVELY AND CONVIVIAL NIGHTLIFE. Parisian style? With a mix of genres and eras, Parisian nightlife offers a great night out for everyone. From traditional cabarets, synonymous with glamour,
to trendy clubs through more atypical venues, not-to-miss addresses and ephemeral pay evenings, Parisian nights are multifaceted! Night owls love 153 for its cocktails, Rosa sur Seine, the
Balrock, the Perchoir, the Point Ephémère, the Clairière, the Bellevilloise, the Divan du Monde and
the Bridge for wild nights, or the Salle Pleyel with its new musical programme, not forgeing the
Docks en Seine and legendary Parisian jazz venues. The pay scene is opting for yet more original
venues (Wanderlust, Yoyo, Badaboum … ) whilst collectives (WATO, Surprize) are always coming
up with something original for amazing nights out. Plus, top music events and festivals (Rock en
Seine, We Love Green, Technoparade, Solidays, Lollapalooza … ). Of note: the Quinzaine des Fieés
(which will hold its 4th edition in 2019) will highlight initiatives undeaken by associations working for the rights of LGBTIQ people, in a really friendly atmosphere. There are many gay & lesbian
friendly institutions in Paris and they offer a varied programme of events, confirming the title
LGBT-friendly capital, awarded to Paris by the Gay Travel association.
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Paris invites you to enjoy the show: every year the Tourist Office organizes ‘Showtime
in Paris’, during which 25 top Parisian show venues offer one free place for every ticket
purchased.

AN ECO-RESPONSIBLE DESTINATION, A DESTINATION OPEN TO ALL. In addition to its 490 public
parks and gardens, Paris has impoant ecological advantages that tourists can benefit from. Nonmotorized and collective modes of transpo are favoured: the increase of bus lanes, extension
of the Paris tramway, development of self-service bicycle and scooter networks, development of
new cycle paths to meet the target of 15% bicycle travel by 2020, 16 highly-efficient metro lines …
The pedestrianization of the riverside expressways with the creation of the Parc Rives de Seine
and the redeveloped Place de la République also respond to this new, greener and more dynamic
vision. The Place de la Nation will be redeveloped in the same spirit, as will the iconic Place de la
Bastille, where, on completion the lower pa of the Colonne de Juillet will be open to the public.
The hotel sector is increasingly commied to eco-responsible initiatives — some 470
establishments have signed the Tourist Office’s ‘Chaer for sustainable accommodation
in Paris’ and ecological labelling is increasing.
Paris positions itself as a destination for everyone, adapted to the greatest number of people
and accessible to those with disabilities. Initiatives are multiplying and the offer is constantly
expanding; among recently opened or renovated sites are the MAD – Musée des As Décoratifs,
the Panthéon, the Philharmonie de Paris, the Musée Rodin and the Monnaie de Paris, which offer
accessible tours and activities. As for sites that cannot, for architectural or heritage reasons, make
all their spaces conform to accessibility standards, they are equipped with resources for a viual
visit or offer specific facilities like at the Musée de la Vie Romantique.
As for visitors looking for authenticity and oppounities to communicate with others, it has never
been easier for them to slip into the shoes of a resident to experience the a of living like a
Parisian.
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AND TOMORROW? Although the city is famous for its heritage, it is also becoming a popular destination for geeks and other 2.0 tourists. Throughout the tourism sector, initiatives of all kinds are
taking shape to offer visitors innovative and fun experiences and services — projects developed in
paicular through the Welcome City Lab, the world’s first incubator for tourism sta-ups. This new
offer ranges from the connected concierge assistant who finds the best Parisian addresses, such
as City Helpline, or specialist shopping guides targeting ceain nationalities, to luggage storage or
apps, such as The Bar Corner, to find a terrace in the sun or a nearby friendly bar.
Every day, the city is pushing its boundary limits a lile fuher. It is creating bridges with neighbouring municipalities, capitalizing on the extension of public transpo networks (extension of
the line 14 metro line or the T3 tramway line). Greater Paris thus offers a complementary, alternative and eclectic offer, designed to appeal to people already familiar with the capital’s aractions; aractions include the Paris Saint-Ouen flea market, the renovated Sainte-Chapelle at the
Château de Vincennes, the street a itinerary from Montreuil to Ivry, the Mac Val at Vitry … as well
as Pantin, about to become the ‘new Brooklyn’.

Paris, a city break destination ‘par excellence’, has much more to offer than its historic
centre. Cultural and festive offerings are multiplying to aract visitors in search of
originality. Information and ticketing: www.exploreparis.com
The capital’s urban planning and architectural ambitions have led to major building projects such
as the new Palais de Justice (law cous), in a redeveloped Batignolles district. This dynamism
is also reflected in the initiative ‘Reinventing Paris 1 and 2’, a call for innovative urban projects
that involve leading architects and, by the same token, Parisians who thereby get to see a vision
of what the city will look like tomorrow. Innovation, diversity and multidisciplinarity will dictate
the future projects that will shape the capital, both in terms of height (housing on bridges or
the ring road) and underground areas (tunnels, car parks, etc.). Among the most anticipated are
the transformation of Poe Maillot, with the ‘One thousand trees’ and ‘Multi-strata’ city projects.
The aim of the project? To give pa of the area over to pedestrians and facilitate non-motorized
traffic between Paris and Neuilly-sur-Seine. The planting of 1,000 trees of various species will be
an architectural challenge and will contribute to the improvement of air quality and the development of biodiversity.
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An illustration of the expansion of Paris, the 2024 Olympic and Paralympic Games will take place in
two main areas: Seine-Saint-Denis, at the gateway to Paris, with the Stade de France — where the
athletics and swimming events will take place — and the centre of the capital, with its Seine riverbanks and prestigious monuments. This event, a major challenge for the capital, is an additional
argument for the Grand Paris Express, the biggest urban transpo project in Europe.
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PARIS IN FIGURES
K EY F I G UR E S FOR PAR I S I AN TOUR I S M
• 2 airpos: leading European hub; 6 international train stations
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• 1hr25 Paris – Brussels
• 2 hrs15 Paris – London
• 4hrs Paris – Frankfu
• 6hrs25 Paris – Barcelona
• More than 119,000 hotel rooms — 7,000 additional rooms by 2020
• 297 metro stations; 13 minutes to travel across Paris

W H Y C H OOS E PAR I S ?
For its aractive prices

For trends

• 1 sandwich: €5 / 1 croissant: €1

• 25,000 aists living and working in Paris

• 1 coffee: €2 / 1 menu: €15
• 1 metro ticket: €1.90

• More than 10 film shoots every day in Paris
and 5,000 film sets

• More than 20 free museums

• 100 countries represented during fashion shows
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For heritage
• 37 bridges
• 10,100 tons of steel in the Eiffel Tower
• 490 parks and gardens
• 2,000 animal species
• 6,500 years of history
For culture
• 200 statues and vases
in the Tuileries Gardens
• 36,000 works in the Louvre

• 37 mural paintings on the street a trail
in the 13th arrondissement
For shopping
• 17,500 boutiques, 4 depament stores
• 12%: tax refund for non-European visitors
• 82 days of sales each year
For business meetings
• 1,110 congresses listed in 2017
• 15 congress and exhibition centres
• More than 600,000 m² of exhibition space

• 200 churches
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• 12 million visitors per year at Notre-Dame
• 15,000 people file past the Mona Lisa
every day
For events
• More than 300 every day
• 1.3 million people in the streets
for Nuit Blanche
• 1 million points of light on the ChampsÉlysées for the Christmas illuminations
For enteainment
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• 450 pe½ormances per year
at the Opéra de Paris
• 500 films screened every day
• 5,800 restaurants
• 100 cruise excursions per day
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PARIS CONVENTION
AND VISITORS BUREAU
Paris, the world’s leading tourist destination, is as aractive for its classic heritage as it is for
its trendy vibe. The Bureau gives you the keys to the French capital.
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The Paris Convention and Visitors Bureau was created in 1971 at the joint initiative of the Paris City
Council and the Paris Chamber of Commerce and Industry. Its mission is to welcome and inform
visitors; to promote the capital in France and abroad; and to suppo Parisian tourism professionals.

W E MA KE PAR I S E ASY
Information points
• More than 500,000 visitors welcomed every year at 2 brand new information points situated at
29 rue de Rivoli, at the Hôtel de Ville de Paris (Paris City Hall), and at the Gare du Nord (opposite
international arrivals)
• 1.2 million free map guides in 10 languages and some 350,000 guidebooks for the public, in
French and English: Paris City Guide, Paris Guided Tours and Visits, Accessible Paris
Online media
• PARISINFO.com, the website for the public, recorded 16.3 million sessions and 12 million users in
2018 (4 main websites in French, English, Spanish and German; 7 mini sites in Italian, Pouguese,
Dutch, Russian, Chinese, Japanese, Korean)
• ‘Paris je t’aime’ on social media (at end of 2018):
Facebook: 425K fans — Twier: 341K followers — Instagram: 490K followers
• Paris Calling!, monthly newsleer, in French and English (80,000 subscribers)
Online shop
The Tourist Office’s online shop (in six languages) offers more than one hundred tourist products:
city pass, museums and monuments, cruises on the Seine, excursions, theme parks, transpo,
cabarets, shows …
Paris Passlib’: the destination’s official city pass comprises sightseeing bus, unlimited
transpo, entry to more than 60 museums and monuments and to the Eiffel (on option).
Available in version Mini, 2, 3 or 5 days, for Child, Youth and Adult.

A P R O F E SS I ON AL R E S OUR C E S C E N T R E
• PRESS.PARISINFO.com, dedicated press website
• 1 fully-comprehensive Paris 2019 information kit comprising:
- 2 ‘A and Culture’ files, in English and French
- 6 ‘Parisian Lifestyle’ files, available in several languages
- 3 ‘Paris in all Seasons’ files, in English and French
- 4 ‘Paris on Request’ files, in English and French
• 1 photo library in French, English, Spanish and German: more than 5,000 high-resolution photos
that reflect the diversity of the destination, to illustrate aicles, brochures and websites
• CONVENTION.PARISINFO.com, dedicated professional website
• ParisNews, BtoB monthly newsleer, in French and English (20,000 subscribers)
• What’s up in Paris, annual inspirational brochure (4,000 copies)
• Meeting in Paris, guide for event planners (3,000 copies)
• @ParisCVB, professional Twier account
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S U RVEYS AN D S T UDI E S
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The Paris Tourism Research Depament collects and analyses statistical information to illustrate
tourism activity. It seeks to identify and track new trends in tourism in Paris and conducts surveys
that enable tourism industry professionals to position themselves within their sector and beer
respond to demand.

+33 (0) 1 49 52 53 27

CON TACT

press@parisinfo.com
hp://pro.photos.parisinfo.com/
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‘ART AND CULTURE’ FILES

‘PARIS ON REQUEST’ FILES

‘PARIS IN ALL SEASONS’ FILES

‘PARISIAN LIFESTYLE’ FILES

